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ROSEMARIE CAPODICCI
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Seaside CA 93955
rcapodc@gmail.com

RECORDS IN THIS COUNTRY TO LOCATE ANCESTORS IN THE OLD COUNTRY

I. NEWSPAPER RESOURCES
   A. Ayer’s Directory of Newspapers and Broadcast Media
   B. US Library of Congress: Newspapers in Microform, United States
      http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/search/titles
   C. www.smalltownpapers.com--free site
   D. newspaper archives.com--pay for site

II. SOCIAL SECURITY--SS# Applications
   A. $27--if SS# is known TO:
      Social Security Administration
      OEO FOIA Workgroup
      INFORMATION REQUEST
      P. O. Box 17772
      300 North Green St.
      Baltimore MD 21201
   B. $29.00 WITHOUT SS# TO:
      Freedom of Information Officer
      INFORMATION REQUEST
      4-H-8 Annex Building
      6401 Security Blvd.
      Baltimore, MD 21235

III. NATURALIZATION RECORDS
   A. Pre 1906--Can Be in Any Court, Superior, Municipal, Circuit
   B. After 1906--At the County where Naturalization took place

UNITED STATES CITIZENSHIP & IMMIGRATION SERVICES (USCIS)
USCIS
Genealogy Program
P. O. Box 805925
Chicago IL 60690-4120
WebSite: www.uscis.gov

Form G-1041 for search of Naturalization Records
IV. ALIEN REGISTRATIONS
From about 1940 to 1976—Same address as above USCIS
Form 1041A for search.

V. WWI DRAFT REGISTRATIONS
Registered from 1917–1918 Ages 18 to 45
On microfilm and available from SLC Family History Library OR from your local National Archives
Now all on Ancestry.com

VI. ELLIS ISLAND RECORDS
EllisIslandRecords.org
StevenMorse.org -- Short cut
Has Morton Allen Directory of Steamship Arrivals
1930/1940 Census ED Searches
Ancestry.com

VII. FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS ETC.
Fraternal Insurance Organizations
Welfare Organizations
Clubs

VII. CITY DIRECTORIES
SUTRO Library in San Francisco & Your Local Libraries

BIBLIOGRAPHY GENERAL

Discovering Your Immigrant & Ethnic Ancestors--Sharon DeBartolo Carmack, CG
Discovering Your Female Ancestors--Sharon DeBartolo Carmack, CG
Uncle We are Ready--Registering America’s Men 1917–1918--John J. Newman
Guide to Naturalization Records of the United States--Christina K. Schaefer

SPECIFIC ETHNIC

History of the Azores--James Guill
Land As Far As the Eye Can See--Portuguese in the Old West--Donald Warrin & Geoffrey L. Gomes
From Italy to San Francisco The Immigrant Experience--Dino Cinel
Italian-Americans in Rhode Island--Joseph R. Muratore
Milwaukee’s Italians The Early Years--Mario A. Carini with Austin Goodrich
Portuguese Immigrants (The Centennial Story of the Portuguese Union of the State of California--Carlos Almeida
Portuguese Immigrants 25 Years in Canada--Domingos Marques & Joao Medeiros